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If you ally craving such a referred Immortal Ever After Argeneau 18 Lynsay Sands books that will have enough money you worth, get the very best seller from us currently from several preferred
authors. If you want to hilarious books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more ﬁctions collections are after that launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections Immortal Ever After Argeneau 18 Lynsay Sands that we will no question oﬀer. It is not roughly speaking the costs. Its nearly what you infatuation
currently. This Immortal Ever After Argeneau 18 Lynsay Sands, as one of the most keen sellers here will extremely be in the midst of the best options to review.

KEY=AFTER - DONAVAN SKYLAR
IMMORTAL EVER AFTER
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Avon When she is rescued from a psychotic vampire by Anders, an immortal creature who claims that she is the woman destined to be his life mate, Valerie Moyers tries to resist her fate as Anders battles
her former captor.

IMMORTAL EVER AFTER
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands enthralls with Immortal Ever After, the latest entry in her sizzling paranormal vampire series featuring the wickedly alluring Argeneau family.
When Valerie is saved by the Argenau rescue team after being kidnapped by an immortal madman, Anders ﬁnds himself captivated by the strong, sultry woman. Engaged in a steamy aﬀair, he promises to
do everything in his power to protect Valerie while her abductor is still at large—and on the hunt. Sexy, fun, and full of passion, Lynsay Sands’s Immortal Ever After delivers a tantalizing adventure and a
smoldering romance.

THE IMMORTAL WHO LOVED ME
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins A few hours ago, Sherry Carne would have sworn that vampires didn’t exist. That’s before rogue immortals rampage through her store, leaving bloody chaos (literally) in their wake. The
kicker comes when Sherry learns that one of the vamps on the bad guys’ trail may be her life mate. Her head says it’s impossible. The rest of her takes one look at Basileios Argeneau and has much more
interesting ideas. Whatever Basil expected in a life mate, funny, outspoken Sherry isn’t it. But mind-blowing chemistry and instinct don’t lie. They tell him something else, too—that Sherry’s connection to
the immortal world goes deeper than she knows. And that she’s in the kind of danger only Basil can save her from—if she’ll just trust him, now and forever . . .

UNDER A VAMPIRE MOON
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins “Lynsay Sands writes books that keep readers coming back for more.” —Katie MacAlister, USA Today bestselling author of Sex, Lies, and Vampires Lynsay Sands, the nationally bestselling
author of the Argeneau/Rogue Hunter vampire series, is one of the superstars of paranormal romance. Her latest Argeneau novel, Under a Vampire Moon, features a recently single, romantically-wary
mortal who encounters a gorgeous vampire male waiting for her on a pristine Caribbean beach. Under a Vampire Moon is a treat for fans of Charlaine Harris and her Sookie Stackhouse novels—for anyone,
in fact, who appreciates a good island romance between a hot blooded human and a love-hungry immortal.

VAMPIRES LIKE IT HOT
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands brings the heat in this new Argeneau novel, as one woman is rescued by an irresistible immortal … “Vampires...” When Raﬀaele Notte pulls a
barely dressed, disoriented woman from the ocean, the last thing he expects is for her to utter that word. The immortal has come to the island resort to help his cousin, but now, it seems, there are rogue
vampires dining on unsuspecting tourists. And he soon realizes that not only is Jess a target, she’s also the life mate he’s been waiting for… Vampires are real. Jess would’ve never believed it until she saw
them with her own eyes. She knows she has to get oﬀ the island, and her gallant rescuer has oﬀered to help. There’s something about Raﬀaele that’s unlike any man she has ever met, and his touch sends
pleasure through her that is beyond all imagining. But when Jess discovers who he really is, will she risk life as she knows it for a chance of forever by his side?

THE LADY IS A VAMP
Orion Bestselling author Lynsay Sands delivers a scorching and delightful story of a man on a mission - and the vampire who is his only hope. Perfect for all fans of smart, sassy and sexy vampire ﬁction.

IMMORTAL RISING
A NOVEL
HarperCollins The Argeneaus are back! Filled with love, passion, and adventure, New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands returns with another sexy romance about everyone's favorite immortals.
Stephanie McGill was attacked and turned when she was just a teenager. Worse, her abilities are unlike any other immortal. Now 13 years later, with the help of her adopted Argeneau family, Steph has
carved out a new – if not lonely – life for herself. Until a new neighbor arrives… Thorne is also one-of-a-kind. The result of a genetic experiment, he’s not an immortal, but he’s not mortal either. He’s
looking for a place to hide, to get some peace and quiet so he can ﬁgure things out, and Stephanie’s sanctuary is perfect. In fact, Stephanie is perfect. For the ﬁrst time, Thorne is free to be himself and
he’s falling for her. But if they’re going to have a future together, they’ll ﬁrst need to deal with their past…because the mad scientist who created Thorne is now after Stephanie.

IMMORTAL BORN
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins Nothing compares to the physical chemistry between an immortal and his life mate—or to the spellbinding thrills in a new Argeneau novel by New York Times bestselling author Lynsay
Sands… A simple promise to protect her friend’s infant son has turned Allie Chambers’ existence upside down. Caring for—and feeding—an orphaned vampire baby has been tricky enough. But as little
Liam grows, so does his appetite. He needs more blood than she can personally supply. And when her attempts to steal from a blood bank go awry, Allie wakes up surrounded by doctors, cops…and the
gorgeous, mesmerizing Magnus, who she can neither trust nor resist. Magnus never expected to ﬁnd his life mate breaking into a blood bank. Clearly, Allie is already entwined with his world—in deeper,
more dangerous ways than she realizes. A band of vicious rogue immortals is in pursuit, and Magnus’ ﬁrst task is to keep her safe. His second: to awaken her to mind-blowing pleasure, and hope she’ll
accept the life, and the passion, that only he can oﬀer.

THE BITE BEFORE CHRISTMAS
Harper Collins With The Bite Before Christmas, New York Times bestsellers Lynsay Sands and Jeaniene Frost—two of the hottest names in paranormal romance—team up for the ﬁrst time to bring lucky
readers a holiday anthology…with teeth! Here are delightful brand new stories featuring familiar faces from their enormously popular Argeneau family and Night Huntress series. Lynsay and Jeaniene’s
legion of loyal fans will ﬂock to these unforgettable novellas celebrating the dreams and desires of immortals at Yuletide. Better than a midnight visit from Santa Claus, The Bite Before Christmas proves
that nobody does sexy vampires better than Sands and Frost.

THE ROGUE HUNTER
Harper Collins Samantha Willan is a workaholic lawyer. She's grateful for some rest and relaxation in cottage country, and after a recent breakup she wants to stay as far away from romance as possible.
Then she meets her irresistible new neighbor. There's something strange and mysterious about his eyes. Is it just her imagination, or are they locked on her neck? Garrett Mortimer is a rogue hunter. His
last assignment united Lucian Argeneau with his lifemate, and Mortimer is hoping this one will be less . . . adventurous. He's here to track down a reported rogue, but fun in the sun is every bloodsucker's
nightmare. Worse, he can't seem to get his mind oﬀ Samantha, especially when he spies her skinny-dipping in the lake. After eight hundred years as a bachelor, is he ready to turn a volatile attraction into
a lasting love aﬀair?

VAMPIRE MOST WANTED
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins Take a road trip with the undead . . . in this latest in the Argeneau series by New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands For Basha Argeneau, anything is better than facing her
estranged family. Even hiding out in sweltering southern California. But when a sexy immortal in black shows up determined to bring her back to the clan, she'll do anything to keep far, far away from the
past she can't outrun. Marcus Notte isn't here to play games—especially not with someone as crazy as the infamous blonde. Asked by Lucian Argeneau to bring her back for questioning, Marcus is
determined to carry out Lucian's request—no matter how the seductive little mind-reading vamp feels about it. Basha doesn't mind ﬁghting ﬁre with ﬁre, especially with a hot immortal involved. But if he
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wants to take her away, he'll have to catch her ﬁrst . . .

THE LADY IS A VAMP
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins “Lynsay Sands writes books that keep readers coming back for more.” —Katie MacAlister, USA Today Bestselling Author “Take a bite into a fresh, fun vampire comedy ... read Lynsay Sands!”
—Carly Phillips, New York Times Bestselling Author The Argeneau’s are hungry for love—and Lynsay Sands’s bestselling paranormal romance series starring the enormously popular vampire family is
hotter than ever! In this New York Times and USA Today bestselling author’s spicy-sweet sixteenth Argeneau novel, the lady is a gorgeous vampire enchantress who ﬁnds herself kidnapped by one
desperate—and devastatingly handsome—man. The Lady is a Vamp is Lynsay at her best—and fans of the hit HBO series True Blood, as well as the Charlaine Harris Sookie Stackhouse novels it’s based on,
will eagerly drink in every tasty drop of this sexy, suspenseful paranormal winner.

THE RELUCTANT VAMPIRE
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins “Lynsay Sands writes books that keep readers coming back for more.” —Katie MacAlister, USA Today bestselling author of A Girl’s Guide to Vampires Readers can’t get enough of Lynsay
Sands’ delightfully devilish novels featuring the Argeneau vampire family, and with The Reluctant Vampire, Sands soars to new heights on silken bat wings. The story of a sexy Rogue Hunter forced to
babysit a new immortal with a handsome, brooding, millennia-old vampire still devastated over the loss of a lover, The Reluctant Vampire oﬀers heart, humor, and sizzling sensuality in equal
measure—hallmarks of the incomparable Lynsay’s bestselling paranormal ﬁction.

THE ACCIDENTAL VAMPIRE
BOOK SEVEN
Hachette UK FATE GAVE HER FANGS ... Ever since an accident turned her into a knockout vamp, Elvi Black's been catching her z's in a coﬃn, staying out of the sun, and giving up garlic. She knows there's
more to being undead than what she saw in Dracula, but she can't very well ask her mortal friends about proper biting etiquette. But when her neighbors placed a personal ad for her in the local paper, she
never imagined she'd meet Victor Argeneau, a vampire who could have his pick of women - dead or alive. HE'LL SHOW HER HOW TO USE THEM ... Rich, powerful, and drop-dead gorgeous, Victor's the
perfect man for a novice neck-biter like Elvi. He's willing to teach her everything he knows, but he'll have to do it fast. Someone's out to put a stake through her new vamp life, and only Victor can keep her
safe - and satisﬁed - for all eternity.

IMMORTAL NIGHTS
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins IN A SIZZLING NEW ARGENEAU NOVEL FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR LYNSAY SANDS, AN IMPULSIVE RESCUE PAIRS A SEXY IMMORTAL WITH THE WOMAN MADE TO BE HIS
FOR ETERNITY Abigail Forsythe’s life hasn’t been easy lately. Still, if there’s one thing guaranteed to take her mind oﬀ an empty bank account and abandoned dreams, it’s a naked man locked in a plane’s
cargo hold. A very big, incredibly gorgeous naked man. And when instinct prompts her to free him, Abigail must rely on this stranger for survival . . . a stranger who leaves her thrumming with need every
time they touch. Tomasso Notte knows he’s found his life mate in Abigail. Now he just has to hold on to her. They’re miles from civilization, hunted by his kidnappers. Abigail has no idea of Tomasso’s
abilities, or of how intensely pleasurable their unique connection can be. But he’s about to show her, beginning with one wild, hot, immortal night . . .

THE RENEGADE HUNTER
A ROGUE HUNTER NOVEL
Harper Collins Nicholas Argeneau is not your typical rogue hunter in The Renegade Hunter, the latest installment of the Rogue Hunter series from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands. Though
he spent centuries targeting vampires who break the immortal laws, for the past 50 years Nicholas has been a rogue himself. But then he saves a beautiful mortal from a terrifying bloodsucker, and
everything changes . . .

BEAUTY AWAKENED
HQN Books Koldo, who lives for revenge on the angel who destroyed his wings, yet faces eternal damnation if he yields to hatred, defends Nicola Lane, a fragile human with a heart defect, against the
demons who are determined to kill her.

IMMORTAL UNCHAINED
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Avon In a spellbinding new Argeneau novel from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, a dangerous rescue is just the beginning of red-hot adventure… Ever since Domitian Argenis recognized
Sarita as his life mate, he’s been waiting for the perfect moment to claim her. Those fantasies did not include him being chained to a table in a secret lab or both of them being held hostage by a mad
scientist. Somehow, they have to escape… Sarita has seen some crazy things as a cop, but nothing to rival Domitian. A vampire? Seriously? But his healing ability, incredible powers, and their mindblowing physical connection—none of it should be possible, yet her body knows diﬀerently. Now, not only do they have to save each other, but other innocent lives are at stake. Failure is not an option, for
Sarita intends that Domitian show her exactly what an eternity of pleasure feels like…

HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE VAMPIRE
Harper Collins So what if he's a bit older and usually regards a human female as dinner, not a dinner date? Yes, Roman Draganesti is a vampire, but a vampire who lost one of his fangs sinking his teeth
into something he shouldn't have. Now he has one night to ﬁnd a dentist before his natural healing abilities close the wound, leaving him a lop–sided eater for all eternity. Things aren't going well for
Shanna Whelan either...After witnessing a gruesome murder by the Russian maﬁa, she's next on their hit list. And her career as a dentist appears to be on a downward spiral because she's afraid of blood.
When Roman rescues her from an assassination attempt, she wonders if she's found the one man who can keep her alive. Though the attraction between them is immediate and hot, can Shanna conquer
her fear of blood to ﬁx Roman's fang? And if she does, what will prevent Roman from using his fangs on her...

MEANT TO BE IMMORTAL
HarperCollins In the newest Argeneau novel from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, an immortal barely escapes a raging ﬁre only to kindle a sizzling passion with his potential life mate. Mac
Argeneau knows all too well: immortals can be killed. Not with holy water or silver crosses, but by decapitation or being set on ﬁre. So when Mac’s house bursts into ﬂames—with him inside—he’s sure it
was no accident. But who would want to kill a scientist specializing in hematology? There is a silver lining: a blonde investigator appears on the scene and sparks feelings in him that have been dormant for
centuries. CJ Cummings is in town on a special investigation, but she’s been waylaid by the local police to deal with this arson case. The biggest mystery is how this sexy scientist with silvery blue eyes has
emerged from a blazing inferno without a burn mark on him. He’s clearly hiding something. Sure, she’d love to see him without his lab coat, but she’s got a job to do—despite his insistence that he needs a
bodyguard and...he wants her. But when a second attempt on their lives puts CJ in harm’s way, it’s Mac who will do anything to safeguard the woman who’s destined to be his life mate.

BORN TO BITE
Kensington Publishing Corp. Reprinted Edition Darkly handsome and dangerously sexy, these voracious vampires are out for blood--and bound for eternal love. . . Dark Secret by Hannah Howell Alone in
the world and on a desperate search, Murdina Dunbar ﬁnds an ally in mysterious Sir Gillanders Baldwin. Something about her sexy protector stirs her blood. Soon, not even whispers that he's a dangerous
demon can keep her from his bed. . . Highland Vampire by Diana Cosby As King of the Highland Coven, vampire Aedan MacGregor knows that falling for the fey Rowan Campbell could destroy her. But one
taste of her healing blood and he craves her like no other. Dare he claim her, knowing he might lose her forever?. . . Never Been Bitten by Erica Ridley Rumored to be a vampire, rakish Mr. Macane is
ravishing all the ladies of the ton! Yet, Miss Elspeth Ramsay cannot bring herself to tremble in his presence. But once Ellie feels the thrill of his teeth at her throat, she ﬁnds herself biting him back!. . .

IMMORTAL ANGEL
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins In a sizzling new Argeneau novel from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, a gorgeous mortal encounters his greatest temptation… For almost two centuries, Ildaria Garcia has
been on the run, a trouble magnet with a knack for taking down bad guys. Lately, her vigilante tendencies have drawn unwelcome attention to her fellow Immortals. Forced to relocate, Ildaria is supposed
to lay low in a new town. Instead, she quickly entangles herself with six and a half feet of muscular, tattooed trouble. Joshua James Simpson Guiscard, aka G.G., knows a lot about Immortals—enough to
make him wary. Yet from the moment Ildaria walks into his club, he feels desire stronger than anything he’s known. Accepting the fact that they might be life mates is disconcerting. But when her past
catches up to them, G.G. faces a choice—confront his demons at last, or lose a passion that’s hot as hell.

IMMORTALLY YOURS
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AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins Irresistible chemistry and thrilling suspense combine in this electrifying new installment in New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands’ Argeneau series… One hundred and twenty-ﬁve
years is a long time to nurse a crush. That’s how long it’s been since Beth Argenis ﬁrst met Cullen “Scotty” MacDonald and he instantly became the star of her most X-rated dreams. Back then, he was
rescuing her from a Rogue Immortal. Now Beth’s a Rogue Hunter—a damn good one. She doesn’t need saving anymore, despite what Scotty thinks. What she does need is the ﬁerce, wild desire that ﬁnally
erupts between them. Scotty has hesitated to claim Beth as his own. But one explosive kiss conﬁrms what he’s long suspected: She’s his life mate. But Beth is tough, fearless, beautiful…and in immortal
danger. Unless he wants to lose her forever, he’ll have to rethink everything he once believed about love and destiny as well as confront an enemy who’s terrifyingly close.

BORN TO BITE
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins “Lynsay Sands writes books that keep readers coming back for more.” —Katie MacAlister, USA Today Bestselling Author of A Girl’s Guide to Vampires The Argeneau vampire family is back in
Born to Bite by USA Today and New York Times bestseller Lynsay Sands. One of the premier names in contemporary paranormal romance, the incomparable Sands blends steamy passion with mystery, as
a sexy, chopper-riding Enforcer investigates a breathtaking immortal whose previous three wives all have had trouble remaining undead. Are you hooked on Charlaine Harris and her Sookie Stackhouse
books? Then Lynsay Sands and Born to Bite are exactly what you’re hungry for.

TWICE BITTEN
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins Thrilling, witty, and oh-so-sexy, Lynsay Sands’ Argeneau novel brings together a beautiful Immortal and the man who is her destiny… For someone who’s been around for over a hundred and
forty years, immortal Elspeth Argeneau hasn’t done a whole lot of living. Now that she’s moved away from her controlling mother, she’s tracking down rogue vampires and enjoying some overdue freedom.
A ﬂing would be fun. A life mate can wait. Yet to Elspeth’s surprise, her landlady’s hot grandson checks both boxes. Wyatt fell instantly in love with Elspeth four years ago. He’s stunned to run into her
again, especially as she has no memory of him. Then again, there are a lot of things about Elspeth that don’t make sense, like the miraculous speed with which her wounds heal. And the chemistry that
transforms every touch into an explosion of desire. But with mysterious “accidents” besieging Elspeth, the ex-Special Forces soldier appoints himself her bodyguard. But time is running out to uncover the
truth about her enemies—and rediscover the man determined to love her for eternity.

ABOUT A VAMPIRE
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins In New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands' new Argeneau novel, a vampire accustomed to seducing every woman he meets ﬁnds the one determined to resist him . . . With immortal
good looks and scorching charisma, Justin Bricker has yet to meet a woman he can't win over. His potential life mate should be no diﬀerent. But instead of falling into his bed, Holly Bosley runs away and
ends up mortally wounded. To save her, he has to turn her. And then Bricker learns the shocking truth: Holly's already married. Holly wakes up with a bump on her head, a craving for blood, and a sexy
stranger who insists they belong together. She needs Bricker's help to control her new abilities, even as she tries to resist his relentless seduction. Choosing between the world she knows and the eternity
he oﬀers is impossible. But Justin is ﬁghting for his life mate—maybe even his life—and he'll break every rule to do it . . .

BORN OF LEGEND
THE LEAGUE: NEMESIS RISING
St. Martin's Press “It’s oﬃcial Take a Psycho to Work Day. Why else would I be here?” Hunted. Hated. Betrayed. Outcast Dagger Ixur is on the run for his life. As one of the most recognizable members of
his royal house, he has a bounty on his head that guarantees him no quarter from any friend or even family. But surrender isn’t in him. He will ﬁght to the bitter end. A resolve that is sorely tested when he
narrowly escapes a trap that leaves him severely wounded. With what he believes is his dying breath, he saves a boy born to an extinct race from a group out to enslave the kid for his legendary abilities.
Ushara Altaan has spent her entire life hating the Andarion royal house that drove her entire species into virtual extinction. As a rare Andarion Fyreblood, she is sworn to end the existence of any royal she
ﬁnds. But when Dagger saves her son’s life, she is torn between her people and a debt that can never be repaid. Yet worse than Dagger’s family that’s still out to end hers and him, are the League
assassins after him who will stop at nothing to claim the lives of her Tavali family. The only hope she has to save them all is to put their future and her faith into the hands of the very enemy whose
grandmother personally extinguished Ushara’s legendary lineage. But how can she ever trust Dagger when he is a disinherited outlaw whose real name is synonymous with betrayal?

DARK SECRET
Penguin Rafael De La Cruz, an immortal Carpathian, is determined to possess the ﬁercely independent and mortal Colby Jansen as his own.

THE VAMPIRE WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO
Harper Collins He's out of control Dougal Kincaid has something to prove. After being injured in a battle with the Malcontents, he's ready for active duty protecting unsuspecting mortals from these
villainous vampires who want to rule the world. But ﬁrst he has to get control of himself . . . because just the sight of a certain lovely doctor has his injured hand doing some peculiar things, not to mention
the sizzling sensation that burns along his dragon tattoo . . . Vampires? Vampires?! As a scientist, Leah is having trouble believing that these immortal creatures exist. But there they are, standing in front
of her, asking for help in solving a genetic puzzle that can save mankind. There's even one in a sexy kilt! Just one look into Dougal's gorgeous green eyes sets her pulse racing. But can she trust him—and
the overwhelming desire that refuses to be ignored . . . ?

BITE ME IF YOU CAN
Harper Collins Once Bitten . . . One minute Leigh is walking home in the early hours of the morning, and the next a vampire is sinking his teeth into her neck. Turns out it was a rogue vampire marked for
termination, but it does Leigh little good because the damage's already been done. She's become one of them. Lucian Argeneau, hunter of rogue vampires, has been alive for over two thousand years, and
there's very little to excite him anymore. Food has become tasteless, sex is ordinary. Then Leigh drops into his life. Suddenly he ﬁnds himself craving coﬀee . . . and imagining the sassy brunette atop the
black satin sheets on his nice big bed. It's Lucian's job now to enlighten Leigh on the inner workings of being immortal . . . and tutoring her is igniting a ﬁre in him that hasn't burned in centuries. But until
they stop a renegade bloodsucker from destroying the human race, passion will have to wait!

VAMPIRE, INTERRUPTED
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
Harper Collins After seven hundred years of life, Marguerite Argeneau ﬁnally has a career. Well, the start of one, anyway. She's training to be a private investigator, and her ﬁrst assignment is to ﬁnd an
immortal's mother. It seemed simple enough, until Marguerite wakes up one evening to ﬁnd herself at the wrong end of a sword. Now she realizes she's in way over her head. Julius Notte wants to protect
Marguerite, and not because someone just tried to take her head oﬀ. She doesn't know it yet, but she's his lifemate and he's determined to woo her. It's been over ﬁve hundred years since he last courted
a woman, but surely the techniques haven't changed. Now if only he can keep her alive—so to speak—so they can have that happily-ever-after.

RUNAWAY VAMPIRE
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins Buckle up—the argeneaus are back in a sexy, witty new novel from New York times bestselling author Lynsay Sands Dante Notte has heard it said that love hurts. He just wasn’t expecting it
to run him over in an RV. Still, a punctured lung and broken ribs are nothing compared to the full-body shock he feels whenever he’s near the vehicle’s driver, Mary Winslow. He needs to keep her safe
from their pursuers while he rescues his brother. Most challenging of all, he needs to claim this smart, stubborn woman as his life mate. The naked, injured, insanely gorgeous younger man who clambered
into her RV insists they belong together. If Mary wasn’t feeling their incredible connection in every inch of her being, she wouldn’t believe it. But now that the men who took Dante’s twin are after her too,
trusting her gut means risking her life for an immortal who’s the very deﬁnition of a perfect stranger.

THE IMMORTAL HUNTER
A ROGUE HUNTER NOVEL
Harper Collins Even vampires need a vacation. But Decker Argeneau's ends abruptly when he's asked to help hunt the group of rogue vampires targeting mortals -- one that might include a defector in his
own family. Before he can worry about that, though, he's got to rescue the latest victim. It's all part of the job, including taking a bullet for a beautiful doctor. Dr. Danielle McGill doesn't know if she can
trust the man who just saved her life. There are too many questions, such as what is the secret organization he says he's part of, and why do his wounds hardly bleed? However, with her sister in the
hands of some dangerous men, she doesn't have much choice but to trust him. Except now Decker's talking about life mates and awakening a passion that's taking Dani beyond anything she's ever
known. Being undead may not be half-bad...especially if it means spending forever with a man who would love her with his mind, body, and immortal soul.

ONE LUCKY VAMPIRE
Gollancz Luck be a vampire tonight ... When Nicole Phillips agreed to hire a housekeeper, she pictured someone a little frumpy and almost certainly female. Instead, she gets gorgeous, unmistakably male
Jake Colson. The man is proving indispensable in the kitchen - and everywhere else. Except Jake might not be a mortal man at all. ... and every night Who wouldn't want to be a tall, dark, powerful
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vampire? Jake, for one. He's barely had time to adjust to his new state before he's roped into a family favour. Still, secretly playing bodyguard to sweet, sexy Nicole is turning out to be the wildest ride of
his life. First he'll put a stop to whoever's targeting her. Then he'll prove that this kind of love, and luck, happens only once in an eternity.

BITTEN BY CUPID
Harper Collins Just in time for Valentine’s Day, there’s Bitten by Cupid, a trio of sinfully hot novellas from three true masters of paranormal romance. These are contemporary love stories with a bite—as
Lynsay Sands, New York Times bestselling author of The Renegade Hunter and the popular Argeneau vampire series, joins exciting up-and-comers Pamela Palmer and Jamie Rush to explore the passions of
sexy shape-shifters, genetically enhanced humans, and (of course) the undead. Fans of Heroes, The X-Files, Fringe, and Torchwood will surely catch the love bug once they are Bitten by Cupid.

ONE GRAVE AT A TIME
A NIGHT HUNTRESS NOVEL
Harper Collins How do you send a killer to the grave when he’s already dead? Having narrowly averted an (under)World War, Cat Crawﬁeld wants nothing more than a little downtime with her vampire
husband, Bones. Unfortunately, her gift from New Orleans’s voodoo queen just keeps on giving—leading to a personal favor that sends them into battle once again, this time against a villainous spirit.
Centuries ago, Heinrich Kramer was a witch hunter. Now, every All Hallows Eve, he takes physical form to torture innocent women before burning them alive. This year, however, a determined Cat and
Bones must risk all to send him back to the other side of eternity—forever. But one wrong step and they’ll be digging their own graves.

VAMPS AND THE CITY
Harper Collins Who says a vamp can't have it all? Darcy Newhart thought it was a stroke of genius—the ﬁrst–ever reality TV show where mortals vie with vampires for the title of The Sexiest Man on Earth.
As the show's director, Darcy's career would be on track again. And she can ﬁnally have a life apart from the vampire harem. Okay, so she's still technically dead, but two out of three's not bad. Now she
just has to make sure that a mortal doesn't win. If only she wasn't so distracted by a super–sexy and live contestant named Austin... But Darcy doesn't know the worst of it. Austin Erickson is actually a
vampire slayer! And he's got his eye on the show's leggy blond director. Only problem is, he's never wanted any woman—living or dead—as badly. But if he wins her heart, will he lose his soul? And if it
means an eternity of hot, passionate loving with Darcy, does that really matter anyway?

THE VAMPIRE AND THE VIRGIN
Harper Collins Olivia's packing list: 1. Sunscreen 2. Bathing suit 3. Flip-ﬂops FBI psychologist Olivia Sotiris was looking for a cool ocean breeze, sand between her toes, and a break from her crazy, chaotic,
and sometimes all-too-dangerous life. But when she escaped to the small Greek island of Patmos, all she got were meddling grandmothers trying to marry her oﬀ. Can't they see that none of the men
around interests her—except Robby MacKay? Robby's packing list: 1. Synthetic blood 2. More synthetic blood 3. Jogging clothes (even vamps have to stay in shape!) Robby needs to cool oﬀ, too, since all
he can think about is revenge on the Malcontent bloodsuckers who once held him captive—but then he meets Olivia, the beauty with wild curls and a tempting smile. When a deadly criminal from a case
back home tracks her down, Robby will have to save her life—along with giving her a ﬁrst time she'll never forget . . .

THE TROUBLE WITH VAMPIRES
AN ARGENEAU NOVEL
HarperCollins Irresistible desire and thrilling suspense combine in this electrifying new Argeneau novel from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands. For close to three thousand years the
imposing, impossibly handsome Santo Notte has fought in armies across the world and battled his own, more personal enemies. Of all the places he might expect to encounter his life mate, a quiet corner
of upstate New York doesn’t seem likely. But as soon as he makes contact with history professor Petronella Stone, while hunting down a suspected rogue immortal, he knows that she will be the greatest
adventure of his eternal life. He expects her to be surprised, confused, even overwhelmed. What he doesn’t expect is that Pet has a secret history of her own. There’s no mistaking the mind-blowing,
mutual pleasure they share. But as Pet struggles to protect her nephew from a danger lurking too close to home, Santo realizes there’s another threat to her safety—him. And claiming their passionate
future will be impossible until he leaves his past behind, forever…

SHADOW FIRE
Penguin Journey deeper into the world of Chicago’s most dangerous, alluring crime family in this incendiary installment of the Shadow Riders series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine
Feehan. Shadow Rider Elie Archambault has been called many things: domineering, brash, loyal, but most of all fast. And there’s nothing faster than choosing to marry a woman you’ve never met. All he
has is a signed contract and a list of his new bride’s expectations for their arranged marriage. He’s not expecting love or some happy ever after, just a partner that knows exactly what she signed up for.
He’ll be faithful because he’s a man of honor, but she’ll never have his heart.... Elie knows who he is. A privileged member of the Archambault family. A skilled rider and ﬁghter. A man who's always had
things easy for all the wrong reasons. He's made his mistakes and lost his chance at real, true passion with his other half thanks to his own careless arrogance. Now he just wants to do his duty as a
Shadow Rider and leave the past behind. But Elie has no idea that his choice is about to spark a blaze that will burn all his carefully laid plans to the ground....
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